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Grade Kindergarten-1 

Baker, Keith.  LMNO Peas   Grade Kindergarten-1 

This cheerful alphabet book introduces each letter as a large, colorful shape 

surrounded by tiny pea creatures, green circles with arms, legs, eyes, mouths, and 

occasionally accessories such as hats, diving masks or flippers. The pea folk 

demonstrate occupations and actions beginning with each letter and identified in 

the rhyming, rhythmic text. 

 

Brown, Peter.  Children Make Terrible Pets   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Lucy, a tutu- and ribbon-adorned young bear, is instantly besotted with a human 

boy she finds in the forest. After naming him Squeaker (the only sound he makes) 

and bringing him home, she begs her mother to keep him, and Mom relents on the 

condition that Lucy take full responsibility for his care. The two have a ball playing 

together until Lucy confronts some of the less-appealing aspects of pet ownership, 

such as potty training and dealing with destroyed furniture. When Squeaker 

suddenly disappears, Lucy follows his trail, discovers that he has returned to his 

natural habitat of house and human family, and comes to understand, as countless 

children have, that not all critters are cut out for domestication. 

 

Czekaj, Jef.  Cat Secrets   Grade Kindergarten-1 

The cats are on to us! Three of them—a tabby, a black-and-white one, and a 

bespectacled kitten—are just about to crack open their book of cat secrets and read 

them aloud when they suddenly become suspicious. Addressing the reader, they 

present their blacklist (no birds, dogs, snakes, fish, girls, bears, boys, or mice). But 

apparently that‟s not good enough. “It has come to my attention that someone 

other than a cat may be reading this book,” the tabby says. “Shame on you,” the 

kitten adds. To ensure the felineness of their audience, they ask the reader to 

perform a number of tests (meowing, purring, stretching), with Czekaj allowing 

plenty of dialogue-free pages featuring the cats patiently waiting.  
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DiPucchio, Kelly.  Clink   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Clink was a state-of-the-art robot with the dazzling ability to make toast and play 

music at the same time. But that was many years ago. Now kids want snazzier 
robots that do things like play baseball and bake cookies. So day after day, Clink 

sits on a shelf and sadly watches as his friends leave with their new owners. He 
almost gives up on ever finding a home—until the day Clink spies a boy who just 
might be able to be the right one for him. 

 

Lamb, Albert.  Tell Me the Day Backwards   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Just before going to bed, Timmy Bear and his mother play a game they call Tell Me 

the Day Backwards. Timmy tries to remember everything that happened to him 

that day in reverse order, from watching the sunset on the hill to the picnic supper 

before that, from being chased by bees to finding honey in an old tree trunk, all the 

way back to waking up that morning from his winter-long hibernation. This is a 

charming bedtime story sure to have parents and children sharing their own day - 

backwards - with each other. It is ideal bedtime reading. 

 

Rayner, Catherine.  Ernest the Moose Who Doesn’t Fit   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Ernest is an endearing-looking moose. His problem is that he‟s large. Very large for 

a picture book. And so begins an amusing chain of spreads as Ernest tries to 

“shimmy, shift, and shuffle” his body to fit into the two-page spreads. With the help 

of his little chipmunk friend, he squeezes, and you get a view of his backside. In the 

next spread, his middle and head are quite viewable. But what about the rest of 

him? Just when it seems there‟s nothing to be done, Chipmunk has an idea. She 

gets some masking tape. Ernest finds some paper. They “crinkle, crumple, and 

stick.” When they‟re finished, kids will be delighted by the gatefold that unfurls to 

show full-size Ernest in all his glory. 

 

Rocco, John.  Blackout   Grade Kindergarten-1 

One hot summer night in the city, all the power goes out. The TV shuts off and a 

boy wails, "Mommm!" His sister can no longer use the phone, Mom can't work on 

her computer, and Dad can't finish cooking dinner. What's a family to do? When 
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they go up to the roof to escape the heat, they find the lights--in stars that can be 

seen for a change--and so many neighbors it's like a block party in the sky! On the 

street below, people are having just as much fun--talking, rollerblading, and eating 

ice cream before it melts. The boy and his family enjoy being not so busy for once. 

They even have time to play a board game together. When the electricity is 

restored, everything can go back to normal . . . but not everyone likes normal. The 

boy switches off the lights, and out comes the board game again. 

 

Stead, Phillip C.  A Sick Day for Amos   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Friends come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. In Amos McGee‟s case, all sorts of 
species, too! Every day he spends a little bit of time with each of his friends at the 
zoo, running races with the tortoise, keeping the shy penguin company, and even 

reading bedtime stories to the owl. But when Amos is too sick to make it to the zoo, 
his animal friends decide it‟s time they returned the favor. 

 

Tullet, Herve.  Press Here   Grade Kindergarten-1 

"Ready?" the voiceover-style narration asks on the first page; it shows a yellow dot 

on a plain white background. "Press here and turn the page," it instructs. When the 

page is turned, there's a second yellow dot beside the first one. "Great!" it says. 

"Now press the yellow dot again." A third yellow dot appears beside the first two. 

"Perfect," the narrator continues. "Rub the dot on the left... gently." On the next 

page, voila!—that dot is now red. "Well done!" the book congratulates. The fun 

continues as the dots proliferate, travel around the page, grow and shrink in 

response to commands to clap, shake, or tilt the book, etc. 

 

Underwood, Deborah.  The Loud Book   Grade Kindergarten-1 

The menagerie from Underwood‟s The Quiet Book (2010) is back, this time with 

“lots of louds.” As with the first book, this is a sampling of conditions and situations, 

resulting, in this case, in loud noises, each portrayed by the cast of stuffed-animal 

characters. There is a broad range of noises depicted, from ringing alarm clocks, 

burping, cheering, applauding, and whistling to sounds created by dropping various 

items (lunch trays, marbles in the library, etc.). Fortified with the same charm and 
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humor as the first book, this has enough activity and drama to elicit interesting 

observations and reactions from young audiences. 

 

Willems, Mo.  Hooray for Amanda & Her Alligator   Grade Kindergarten-3 

6½ stories about 2 surprising friends. Having a stuffed alligator for a best friend can 

be surprising. Sometimes Amanda surprises her alligator with books. Sometimes 
Alligator surprises Amanda by eating them. But what happens when Amanda brings 

home a special—and not entirely welcome—surprise?  

 

Willems, Mo.  Knuffle Bunny Free   Grade Kindergarten-1 

Knuffle Bunny goes international when Trixie and her family fly to Holland to see 

Oma and Opa. Trixie, excited and slightly sleepy, leaves her toy rabbit behind and 

doesn't miss him until the plane is on the way to China. Although the grown-ups 

encourage her to be brave because she's “getting bigger,” Trixie remains in a funk 

until she dreams about her special toy and all the children he encounters on his 

travels. Soon the visit ends, and Trixie is back on the plane where Knuffle Bunny is 

waiting in the seat pocket. Just when the story might end, Trixie shows just how 

brave (and grown up) she is. She gives him to a crying baby and becomes Knuffle 

Bunny free. 

 

 

Grade 1-2 

Blake, Robert  J.  Painter and Ugly    Grade 1-2 

Blake presents a story of canine friendship on the Junior Iditarod Trail. Painter and 

Ugly are sled dogs living with their boy, Jake, on the Yukon River. They are an 

inseparable pair, playing together, eating out of the same bowl, and insisting on 

sleeping next to one another. They are also the fastest of the local racing dogs, and 

that leads to them being split up eventually and placed on different teams as the 

lead dogs. It's a lonely life for them, and they miss one another. However, during 

the 80-mile race, the dogs find a way to be together and to lead their teams to 

victory. 
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Goodrich, Carter.  Say Hello to Zorro!   Grade 1-2 

Mister Bud is a dog of routine. He has wake up time, nap time, rest time, dinner 
time, etc. And everyone knows to follow his schedule. Then disaster strikes.  A 

stranger comes home at "make a fuss time" and throws everything off! Zorro is 
little bit bossy and Mister Bud wants nothing to do with him. But when the dogs 

discover they like the same things (like chasing the cat and napping), everything 
becomes more fun.  
 

 
 

Hills,Tad.  How Rocket Learned to Read   Grade 1-2 
 
An endearing white dog with black spots loves chasing leaves and chewing sticks. 

He also loves napping under his favorite tree. Then his sleep is interrupted one 
spring day by a tiny yellow bird that designates him her first student. Rocket wants 

no part of her lessons, but the bird is determined to teach him to read. She returns 
each day, hangs an alphabet banner from the trees, and gushes, Ah, the wondrous, 
mighty, gorgeous alphabet. Then she begins to read a story, stopping at an enticing 

part. Overcome by curiosity to hear more, Rocket eventually enters into the bird's 
lessons. 

 
 

MacDonald, Maryann.  How To Hug   Grade 1-2 

A humorous look at hugs-from bear hugs to octopus hugs.  This book looks at the 

types of hugs that make us feel good all year long. 

 

Murray, Laura. The Gingerbread Man Loose in the School   Grade 1-2 

When a class leaves for recess, their just-baked Gingerbread Man is left behind. But 

he's a smart cookie and heads out to find them. He'll run, slide, skip, and (after a 

mishap with a soccer ball) limp as fast as he can because: "I can catch them! I'm 

their Gingerbread Man!" 

With help from the gym teacher, the nurse, the art teacher and even the principal, 

the Gingerbread Man does find his class, and he's assured they'll never leave him 

behind again. 
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Nargi, Lela.  The Honeybee Man   Grade 1-2 

Every morning, Fred climbs three flights of stairs—up to his rooftop in Brooklyn, 

New York—and greets the members of his enormous family: "Good morning, my 

bees, my darlings!" His honeybee workers are busy—they tend the hive, feed 

babies, and make wax rooms. They also forage in flowers abloom across Brooklyn . 

. . so that, one day, Fred can make his famous honey, something the entire 

neighborhood looks forward to tasting. 

 

Pearson, Susan.   How to Teach a Slug to Read   Grade 1-2 

In a follow up to Slugs In Love, Mama Slug teaches Little Slug how to read. 

 

Stein, David Ezra.  Interrupting Chicken   Grade 1-2 

At bedtime, Papa prepares to read an old favorite to the little red chicken, but 

before beginning, he reminds her not to interrupt the story. Reassured, he begins 

“Hansel and Gretel,” but just as the two children approach the witch‟s house, up 

pops the little red chicken, exclaiming “„DON‟T GO IN! SHE‟S A WITCH!‟ . . . THE 

END!” 

 

Stoeke, Janet Morgan.  The Loopy Coop   Grade 1-2 

Midge, Pip, and Dot are the hens of Loopy Coop Farm. They want to fly like Rooster 

Sam, but they just can‟t seem to do it, even though they try and try. With its 

surprise ending, short and punchy text, and Stoeke‟s hilariously expressive 

pictures, this is a story kids will want to return to again and again. 

 

Weisner, David.  Art & Max   Grade 1-2 

Art & Max is the story of two artists: Art, a collared lizard who is studiously painting 

a portrait when we first meet him, and Max, who has just picked up paints and 

brushes and is ready to go. What follows is a magical journey of explosive color--

brilliantly highlighted by the desert background--where acrylic paints, watercolor, 

and line drawings, are deconstructed and re-invented. 
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Grade 2-4 

Burleigh, Robert.  The Adventures of Mark Twain by Huckleberry Finn   Grade 

2-4 

Everyone knows the story of the raft on the Mississippi and that ol' whitewashed 

fence, but now it‟s time for youngins everywhere to get right acquainted with the 

man behind the pen. Mr. Mark Twain! An interesting character, he was...even if he 

did sometimes get all gussied up in linen suits and even if he did make it rich and 

live in a house with so many tiers and gazebos that it looked like a weddin‟ cake. All 

that‟s a little too proper and hog tied for our narrator, Huckleberry Finn, but no one 

is more right for the job of telling this picture book biography than Huck himself. 

 

Corse, Nicole.  Pet Heroes   Grade 2-4 

Fourteen stories of real life pet heroes, from service dogs to pot-bellied pigs.  All of 

the pets either rescued or helped to rescue their owners or other animals. 

 

Cantrell, Charlie  & Rachel Wagner.  A Friend for Einstein: The Smallest 

Stallion   Grade 2-4 

A photographic tribute to a miniature horse named Einstein that spent his youth 

looking for a like sized companion.  He eventually befriends a dog Lilly, the boxer.  

Part of the sales from this book, go to the ASPCA‟s Equine Fund. 

 

DiCamillo, Kate.  Bink & Gollie   Grade 2-4 

In three humorous interconnected stories, Gollie, a self-confident girl who lives in a 

fashionable, contemporary house, and Bink, her rumpled but lovable, impish friend, 

are adventure-seeking companions, each with her own strong will. In the first tale, 

Bink's outrageous socks offend Gollie's sartorial eye, but the two compromise for 

friendship's sake. The second story sends Gollie on an imagined climb up the 

Andes, shutting Bink out of the house until she arrives at the door with a sandwich, 

which they share on top of the “mountain.” In the final episode, Gollie is jealous of 

Bink's new pet fish until Bink reassures her that no one can take her place.  
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Egan, Tim.  Dodsworth in Rome   Grade 2-4 

Dodsworth and his duck companion have a lovely time in Rome even though the 

duck tries to repaint the Sistine Chapel ceiling and steals all the coins from the 

Trevi Fountain. 

 

Lehman, Barbara.  The Secret Box   Grade 2-4 

This is a wordless, time-travel fantasy. In an opening scene, a young boy dressed 

in knickers hides a box under the wooden floorboards in his school dormitory. In 

subsequent spreads, the scenes pan out to set the time and place: a small farming 

community filled with steam-engine trains and horse-drawn wagons. Gradually, 

new buildings fill the landscape, and horses give way to cars. At the center of each 

view is the school, and in a modern-day interior image, a group of kids discovers 

the long-ago student's box, which includes a treasure map. Following the route and 

obscure clues, the young people find their way through a tunnel to a magical 

boardwalk, where multicultural kids from multiple generations (indicated by their 

old-fashioned clothing) have fun. 

 

Look, Lenore.  Ruby Lu, Star of the Show   Grade 2-4 

In this third book (read Ruby Lu the Brave and Ruby Lu Empress of Everything) 

Ruby Lu continues to have hilarious adventures. 

 

Mills, Claudia.  Fractions=Trouble   Grade 2-4 

If Wilson Williams thought multiplication was difficult, he is finding fractions 

impossible. And when his parents hire a math tutor for him, he is sure he‟s the only 

kid in the history of Hill Elementary to have one. Wilson is determined to make sure 

that no one finds out, not even his best friend, Josh. At least his pet hamster, Pip, 

is sympathetic. Pip is going to be part of Wilson‟s science fair project, because any 

project with hamsters in it is bound to be wonderful. But Josh has the coolest 

project of all: at what temperature does a pickle explode? Unfortunately, it looks as 

if Wilson‟s secret may end up exploding their friendship. 
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Moss, Marissa.  The Name Game   Grade 2-4 

A new series of illustrated novels from the creator of the “Amelia” books.  Meet 

Daphne, an exuberant fourth grader with lots of energy and adventures. 

 

Nelson, Jessie & Karen Leigh Hopkins.  Labracadabra   Grade 2-4 

Young Zach is disappointed that his new dog is a mixed breed.  That is, until the 

enthusiastic canine twirls his long tail and makes magical things happen. 

 

O‟Malley, Kevin.  The Great Race   Grade 2-4 

“Better Nate than Lever.” Nate Tortoise is tired of living in the shadow of Lever 

Lapin. He can't go anywhere or do anything without hearing about the great 

exploits of that pesky hare. And Lever's head has grown to match the size of his 

entourage. It isn't until Nate challenges Lever to a race that this hare is put in his 

place. 

 

Rostoker-Gruber, Karen.   Ferret Fun   Grade 2-4 

When a cat is moved into the ferret‟s home, they stage a kitty smackdown.  Finally, 

the trio decides that nobody wants to eat anybody.  

 

Russell, Rachel Renee.  DORK diaries no.3, Tales from a Not So Talented Pop 

Star   Grade 2-4 

In the next installment of the best-selling series, Nikki Maxwell knows her 

reputation will be destroyed if anyone finds out her Dad works as the exterminator 

for her school. When it looks like the secret is going to leak out, Nikki goes to zany, 

wacky lengths to conceal the truth. 
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Singer, Marilyn.  Mirror Mirror: A Book of Reversible Verse   Grades 2-4 

This appealing collection based on fairy tales is a marvel to read. It is particularly 

noteworthy because the poems are read in two ways: up and down. They are 

reverse images of themselves and work equally well in both directions. "Mirror 

Mirror" is chilling in that Snow White, who is looking after the Seven Dwarves, 

narrates the first poem of the pair. Read in reverse, it is the wicked queen who is 

enticing Snow White to eat the apple that will put her to sleep forever. 

 

Van Allsburg, Chris.  Queen of the Falls   Grade 2-4 

The true story of charm-school teacher Annie Edson Taylor, who, at age 62, decided 

on a whim to fund her golden years by being the first person over the falls. At first, 

local barrel makers turned her away in horror, but her determination was 

convincing, and on October 24, 1901, the reinforced and padded 160-pound vessel 

was dropped into the water in front of thousands of nervous spectators. 

 

Grade 4-6 

Appelt, Kathi.  Keeper   Grade 4-6 

Ten-year-old Keeper believes in wishes and magic, and why shouldn't she? Her 

mother, gone for the last seven years, is a mermaid, after all! So on the day of the 

Blue Moon, when everything she does has a disastrous result, Keeper knows her 

only option is to row out past the sandbar to the treacherous open water of the Gulf 

of Mexico, accompanied by BD (Best Dog) and Captain the seagull, and hope her 

mermaid mama can tell her how to fix things. 

 

Buyea, Rob.  Because of Mr. Terupt   Grade 4-6 

Mr. Terupt follows in the footsteps of those inspiring teachers who encourage their 

students to think for themselves, question the conventions they understand about 

school, and become better people. The narration here is shared by so many that it 

is hard for readers to feel similarly inspired, but what they‟ll get instead is the 

school-year-long unfolding of each of seven fifth-graders as they face their own 

flaws, come to terms with their home lives, and reconcile their roles in a tragic 
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accident that nearly takes the life of their beloved teacher, hinted at with the 

innocuous-looking snowball on the front cover. 

 

Clements, Andrew.  Troublemaker   Grade 4-6 

There‟s a folder in Principal Kelling‟s office that‟s as thick as a phonebook and it‟s 
growing daily. It‟s filled with the incident reports of every time Clayton Hensley 

broke the rules. There‟s the minor stuff like running in the hallways and not being 
where he was suppose to be when he was supposed to be there. But then there are 

also reports that show Clay‟s own brand of troublemaking, like the most recent 
addition: the art teacher has said that the class should spend the period drawing 
anything they want and Clay decides to be extra “creative” and draw a spot-on 

portrait of Principal Kellings…as a donkey.  It‟s a pretty funny joke, but really, Clay 
is coming to realize that the biggest joke of all may be on him. When his big 

brother, Mitchell, gets in some serious trouble, Clay decides to change his own 
mischief making ways…but he can‟t seem to shake his reputation as a 
troublemaker. 

 

Cotler, Steve.  Cheesie Mack is Not a Genius or Anything   Grade 4-6 

Recent 5th grade graduate Ronald “Cheesie” Mack documents the school year‟s 

most memorable events from his perspective as a behind the scenes observer.  He 

uses an offbeat list, drawings, and made up word combinations to illustrate his 

story. 

 

Dowell, Frances O‟Roark.  Falling In   Grade 4-6 

Isabelle Bean has no friends since her classmates consider her weird and even 

scary. She prefers thrift shops to the mall and dresses in whatever she feels like at 

the moment. One day, sitting in class concentrating on a strange buzzing sound, 

she is sent to the principal's office for not paying attention. She opens the door to a 

supply closet and is plunged into a fairy-tale like world in an alternate universe. 
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Erskine, Kathryn.  The Absolute Value of Mike   Grade 4-6 

Mike tries so hard to please his father, but the only language his dad seems to 
speak is calculus. And for a boy with a math learning disability, nothing could be 
more difficult. When his dad sends him to live with distant relatives in rural 

Pennsylvania for the summer to work on an engineering project, Mike figures this is 
his big chance to buckle down and prove himself. But when he gets there, nothing 

is what he thought it would be. The project has nothing at all to do with 
engineering, and he finds himself working alongside his wacky eighty-something- 
year-old aunt, a homeless man, and a punk rock girl as part of a town-wide project 

to adopt a boy from Romania. Mike may not learn anything about engineering, but 
what he does learn is far more valuable. 

 

Falls, Kat.  Rip Tide   Grade 4-6 

The sequel to the acclaimed subsea adventure DARK LIFE. Ty has always known 

that the ocean is a dangerous place. Every time he swims beyond the borders of his 
family's subsea farm, he's prepared to face all manner of aquatic predators-sharks, 

squid, killer whales . . . What Ty isn't prepared to find in the deep is an entire 
township chained to a sunken submarine, its inhabitants condemned to an icy 

underwater grave. It's only the first clue to a mystery that has claimed hundreds of 
lives and stands to claim two more -- lives very precious to Ty and his Topsider 
ally, Gemma. Now in a desperate race against the clock, Ty and Gemma find 

themselves in conflict with outlaws, Seaguard officers, and the savage, trident-
wielding surfs -- plus a menagerie of the most deadly creatures the ocean has to 

offer. Kat Falls brings to life the mysteries, marvels, and monsters of the deep in 
this fast-paced and inventive action-adventure.  
 

 

Frazier, Angie.  The Midnight Tunnel   Grade 4-6 

It is 1905 and young Suzanna works at her family's inn in Loch Harbor, New 
Brunswick, where she is trained to be a well-mannered hostess and a charming 

lady. Suzanna has other ideas for her future--she wants to be a detective. When a 
young guest goes missing on a stormy summer night, Suzanna's famous detective 

uncle, and idol, comes to solve the case. But Suzanna learns that not everything is 
as it seems. With a little help from her friends, can she solve the mystery of the 
missing girl before her uncle gives up? 
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Gutman, Dan.  Mission Unstoppable   Grade 5-6 

Thrill seekers and Gutman fans alike will welcome the opening installment of the 
Genius Files series, which follows twin 12-year-olds Coke and Pepsi McDonald on 
their cross-county vacation. The precocious brother and sister uncover a secret 

government plot to use “YAGs,” or Young American Geniuses, to solve the complex 
problems of the nation, and find that they are on the list. 

 

Haddix,  Margaret  Peterson.  Torn    Grade 4-6 

 Still reeling from their experiences in Roanoke in 1600, Jonah and Katherine arrive 

in 1611 only moments before a mutiny on Henry Hudson‟s ship in the icy waters of 

James Bay. But things are messed up: they‟ve lost the real John Hudson, and they 

find what seems to be the fabled Northwest Passage—even though they are pretty 

sure that that route doesn‟t actually exist. 

 

Hannigan, Katherine.  True…Sort Of   Grade 4-6  

True: Delly Pattison likes surpresents (presents that are a surprise). The day the 
Boyds come to town, Delly's sure a special surpresent is on its way. But lately, 

everything that she thinks will be good and fun turns into trouble. She's never 
needed a surpresent more than now.  

True: Brud Kinney wants to play basketball like nothing anybody's ever seen. When 

the Boyds arrive, though, Brud meets someone who plays like nothing he's ever 
seen.  

True: Ferris Boyd isn't like anyone Delly or Brud have ever met. Ferris is a real 

mysturiosity (an extremely curious mystery).  

True: Katherine Hannigan's first novel since her acclaimed Ida B is a compelling 
look at the ways friendships and truths are discovered. 

 

Holm, Jennifer L.  Turtle in Paradise   Grade 3-5 

In 1935, jobs are hard to come by, and Turtle's mother is lucky to find work as a 

live-in housekeeper. When she learns that her employer can't stand children, she 
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sends her 11-year-old daughter from New Jersey to Key West to live with relatives. 
Turtle discovers a startlingly different way of life amid boisterous cousins 

 

Lai, Thanhha.  Inside Out and Back Again.   Grade 4-6 

After her father has been missing in action for nine years during the Vietnam War, 

10-year-old Hà flees with her mother and three older brothers. Traveling first by 

boat, the family reaches a tent city in Guam, moves on to Florida, and is finally 

connected with sponsors in Alabama, where Hà finds refuge but also cruel rejection, 

especially from mean classmates. Based on Lai‟s personal experience, this first 

novel captures a child-refugee‟s struggle with rare honesty. 

 

Larson, Kirby.  The Friendship Doll   Grade 4-6 

I am Miss Kanagawa. In 1927, my 57 doll-sisters and I were sent from Japan to 

America as Ambassadors of Friendship. Our work wasn't all peach blossoms and tea 

cakes. My story will take you from New York to Oregon, during the Great 

Depression. Though few in this tale are as fascinating as I, their stories won't be an 

unpleasant diversion. You will make the acquaintance of Bunny, bent on revenge; 

Lois, with her head in the clouds; Willie Mae, who not only awakened my heart, but 

broke it; and Lucy, a friend so dear, not even war could part us. I have put this tale 

to paper because from those 58 Friendship Dolls only 45 remain. I know that 

someone who chooses this book is capable of solving the mystery of the missing 

sisters. Perhaps that someone is you. 

 

Law, Ingrid.  Savvy   Grade 4-6 

Mississippi Beaumont ("Mibs" for short) simply cannot wait for her 13th birthday. 

There's the allure of finally becoming a teenager, of course, but in the Beaumont 

family, 13 is when family members get their "savvy," or unworldly power. For 

Mibs's older brother Fish, it's control over the elements, and for her mother it's the 

ability to do everything perfectly. Unfortunately, Mibs's excitement is cut short 

when her father is injured in a car accident. Convinced that her new powers will be 

able to save her Poppa, she and some new friends climb aboard a bus toting pink 

bibles on her birthday, in the hopes of getting to the hospital. 
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Law, Ingrid.  Scumble    Grade 4-6 

In this rollicking companion novel to Savvy, nine years have passed since Ledger 

Kale's cousin Mibs turned 13 and began her magical experience. Since he was a 

young boy, Ledge knew his family was unlike others, with each member gaining an 

unusual and often unpredictable power, called a savvy, upon turning 13. He hoped 

that his would enable him to be supersonically swift and race marathons with his 

dad. Unfortunately, it seems just to entail breaking things. When the Kales travel to 

Wyoming for a wedding, Ledger's newly found savvy wreaks havoc upon the 

ceremony and its guests and levels the barn on his Uncle Autry's farm. The disaster 

has an unwelcome witness, Sarah Jane Cabot, daughter of a wannabe-reporter and 

local businessman. As Ledge's savvy grows by monumental and ever more 

destructive proportions, his family decides that he needs to stay on his uncle's farm 

until he learns to scumble (control) it, and he fears he'll be condemned to stay 

there forever. 

 

McDonald, Megan.  Cloudy With a Chance of Boys   Grade 6 

Popular for Judy Moody and Stink, this book is written for a little older girl.  It is 

from the series The Sisters Club.  As the middle sister in a family with three girls, 

Stevie Reel doesn‟t know much about boys, and that‟s always been just fine with 

her. But lately, things have been changing: kids at school are starting to pair up, 

and Owen, the new boy in her Earth Science class, seems to have his sights set on 

Stevie. The trouble is, Stevie doesn‟t want a boyfriend- she‟s not even sure she‟s 

ready to have a boyfriend. And her sisters, who know exactly where they stand on 

the issue of boys, are no help: drama queen Alex is busy trying to orchestrate a 

perfect, Romeo-and-Juliet-style first kiss from her heartthrob, Scott Towel (er, 

Howell), while Joey can‟t understand why anyone would like a boy better than a 

frog anyway. 

 

Patent, Dorothy  Hinshaw.  Saving Audie: A Pit Bull Puppy Gets a Second 

Chance   Grade 4-6 

When Michael Vick's dog fighting ring was discovered, more than forty dogs were 

rescued. But their struggle was far from over. Most animal advocates believed the 

former fighting dogs were too damaged to save, but Audie and his kennel mates 
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would prove them wrong when public outcry and the publicity surrounding Michael 

Vick's punishment won them a chance at a happy life. 

 

Paulsen, Gary.  Liar, Liar   Grade 4-6 

Kevin doesn't mean to make trouble when he lies. He's just really good at it, and it 

makes life so much easier. But as his lies pile up, he finds himself in big—and 

funny—trouble with his friends, family, and teachers. He's got to find a way to end 

his lying streak. 

 

Scieszka, Jon.  Funny Business   Grade 5-6 

Building on the success of Guys Write for Guys Read (Viking, 2005), Scieszka 
continues his mission to take the “reluctant” out of readers with this first volume of 

the “Guys Read Library.” For this title, Scieszka invited some of today's top writers 
of children's fiction to contribute a humorous short story. Not surprisingly, the 

resulting compilation has something for everyone. Looking for a story heavy on the 
ick-factor? Suggest Jack Gantos's “The Bloody Souvenir,” in which the Pagoda 
brothers return to wreak more havoc. David Yoo's “A Fistful of Feathers” features a 

bloodthirsty turkey intent on destroying the narrator's life. Eoin Colfer offers an 
autobiographical piece that shares how his younger brother was his real-life 

inspiration for Artemis Fowl. Kate DiCamillo and Scieszka team up to offer a 
hilarious correspondence between Joe and an author who knows how to hold her 

own with unmotivated students. 

Stone, Pheobe.  Romeo and Juliet Code   Grade 5-6 

Because of the bombing of London, 11-year-old Felicity is taken by her parents to 

live with relatives in Maine in 1941. She slowly adjusts to her new family, including 

Uncle Gideon, who teaches sixth grade at the local school; Aunt Miami, who lives 

and breathes Shakespeare; “The Gram,” Felicity‟s grandmother; and Derek, a 12-

year-old adopted orphan whose dreams of military service have been dashed by a 

bout with polio. Felicity‟s engaging personality and curiosity about letters arriving 

from Portugal written in code “stir up the soup” of life in the Bathburn household, 

but only time will tell if that‟s a good thing. 
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Vanderpool, Clare.  Moon Over Manifest   Grade 5-6  

History and fiction marry beautifully in this lively debut novel. It's as if readers 

jump off the train in Manifest, KS, in 1936 with Abilene Tucker, 12, the feisty, 

likable, and perceptive narrator. She is there to live with Pastor Shady Howard, her 

father's friend, while her father works on the railroad back in Iowa. An equally 

important story set during World War I is artfully intertwined. Since her mother 

went off on her own 10 years earlier, Abilene and Gideon have been alone. Though 

their life together is unsettled, their bond is strong. Shady's place is shabby, but he 

is welcoming. The mystery about Manifest and Gideon unfolds after Abilene finds a 

box filled with intriguing keepsakes. It includes a letter dated 1917 to someone 

named Jinx from Ned Gillen that has a warning, “THE RATTLER is watching.” This 

starts Abilene, with the help of new friends Ruthanne and Lettie, on a search to 

learn the identity of the pair. The story cleverly shifts back and forth between the 

two eras. 

 

Walden, Mark.  H.I.V.E. Escape Velocity   Grade 4-6 

In book 3 of the series, Dr. Nero is taken captive by the adversarial forces of 

H.O.P.E.  Otto plans to escape H.I.V.E. (Higher Institute of Villainous Education) 

and become a rogue agent.  This prospect is complicated by the emerging ability of 

Otto to physically interface with computers. 

 

Wood, Maryrose. The Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place   Grade 5-6 

 Jane Eyre meets Lemony Snicket in this smart, surprising satire of a 19th-century 

English governess story. A witty omniscient narrator speaks directly to modern 

readers and follows 15-year-old Penelope, recent graduate of the Swanburne 

Academy for Poor Bright Females, to British country manor Ashton Place, where 

conniving Lord Fredrick has discovered three wild children apparently raised by 

wolves while hunting in his vast forest property. To Lord Fredrick, who's named 

them Alexander, Beowulf, and Cassiopeia Incorrigible, the children are trophies and 

property ("Finder's keepers, what?"); to young Lady Constance they're savage 

nuisances who howl, chase squirrels, and gnaw on shoes. Enter Penelope Lumley, 

charged with taming them in time for a Christmas party. 
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